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A New York Times Notable Books of 2020 “[A] sweeping and authoritative history"
(The New York Times Book Review), Black Wave is an unprecedented and
ambitious examination of how the modern Middle East unraveled and why it
started with the pivotal year of 1979. Kim Ghattas seamlessly weaves together
history, geopolitics, and culture to deliver a gripping read of the largely unexplored
story of the rivalry between between Saudi Arabia and Iran, born from the sparks
of the 1979 Iranian revolution and fueled by American policy. With vivid storytelling, extensive historical research and on-the-ground reporting, Ghattas dispels
accepted truths about a region she calls home. She explores how Sunni Saudi
Arabia and Shia Iran, once allies and twin pillars of US strategy in the region,
became mortal enemies after 1979. She shows how they used and distorted
religion in a competition that went well beyond geopolitics. Feeding intolerance,
suppressing cultural expression, and encouraging sectarian violence from Egypt to
Pakistan, the war for cultural supremacy led to Iran’s fatwa against author Salman
Rushdie, the assassination of countless intellectuals, the birth of groups like
Hezbollah in Lebanon, the September 11th terrorist attacks, and the rise of ISIS.
Ghattas introduces us to a riveting cast of characters whose lives were upended by
the geopolitical drama over four decades: from the Pakistani television anchor who
defied her country’s dictator, to the Egyptian novelist thrown in jail for indecent
writings all the way to the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi in the Saudi
consulate in Istanbul in 2018. Black Wave is both an intimate and sweeping history
of the region and will significantly alter perceptions of the Middle East.
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Prince of Darkness, Richard Perle
Discusses the terrorist truck bombing of Khobar Towers that occurred in Saudi
Arabia on June 25, 1996. Nineteen American servicemen were killed and many
people were injured. First published in 2008. Illustrated.

Surreal in Saudi
The Legacy of Jihad
The fractious relationship between the United States and Saudi Arabia has long
been a central concern in Washington. In the aftermath of 9/11 and amongst
ongoing wars, the United States confronts an acute dilemma: how to cooperate
with Riyadh against terrorism whilst confronting acute anti-Americanism? Using
information gathered from extensive interviews with a plethora of officials, this
book aims to analyze Saudi domestic reforms. It addresses the significant
deficiency of information on such diverse matters as the judiciary and ongoing
national dialogues, but also provides an alternative understanding of what
motivates Saudi policy makers. How these reforms may impact on future Saudi
decision-making will surely generate a slew of policy concerns for the United States
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and this study offers a few clarifications and solutions. This book will be of interest
to anyone seeking a new perspective on the motivation behind legal and political
reforms in Saudi Arabia, and the effects of these reforms beyond the Middle East.

Death to the Infidels
Shahnameh
Book Review Index
For more than a century, much of the attention given to the Middle East has
focused on the Arab-Israeli conflict. The rise of a Palestinian offshoot of Egypt's
Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamic Resistance Movement, or Hamas, transformed the
nature of the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians. According to Bard, the
dispute, in the view of Hamas, is not over a division of Palestine, but rather about
Jews ruling over Muslims and the presence of Jews on Islamic land. However, this
Islamic-Jewish conflict is not simply confined to the Middle East. Muslim terrorist
attacks have been directed at Jews all around the world, from Europe to Asia to
Latin America. Radical Muslims in European countries are becoming more brazen,
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particularly in France, where the Muslims constitute nearly ten percent of the
population. In just the last year, there have been several Muslim attacks on Jews
throughout France. Death to the Infidels documents the growth of radical Islam in
the Middle East and how, from the author's interpretation, it has transformed what
had primarily been a political conflict into a one-sided religious war limiting the
prospect for peace, particularly in Israel.

The Days of Miracles and Wonders
This book reveals how, for well over a millennium and across three continents Asia, Africa, and Europe - non-Muslims who were vanquished by jihad wars became
forced tributaries (called dhimmi in Arabic) in lieu of being slain. Under the dhimmi
religious caste system, non-Muslims were subjected to legal and financial
oppression, as well as social isolation. Extensive primary and secondary source
materials, many translated here for the first time into English, are presented,
making clear that jihad conquests were brutal, imperialist advances, which spurred
waves of Muslims to expropriate a vast expanse of lands and subdue millions of
indigenous peoples. Finally, the book examines how jihad war, as a permanent and
uniquely Islamic institution, ultimately regulates the relations of Muslims with nonMuslims to this day. Scholars, educators, and interested lay readers will find this
collection an invaluable resource.
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The Journal of International Security Affairs
Secrets of the Kingdom
The definitive translation by Dick Davis of the great national epic of Iran—now
newly revised and expanded to be the most complete English-language edition
Dick Davis—“our pre-eminent translator from the Persian” (The Washington
Post)—has revised and expanded his acclaimed translation of Ferdowsi’s
masterpiece, adding more than 100 pages of newly translated text. Davis’s elegant
combination of prose and verse allows the poetry of the Shahnameh to sing its own
tales directly, interspersed sparingly with clearly marked explanations to ease
along modern readers. Originally composed for the Samanid princes of Khorasan in
the tenth century, the Shahnameh is among the greatest works of world literature.
This prodigious narrative tells the story of pre-Islamic Persia, from the mythical
creation of the world and the dawn of Persian civilization through the seventhcentury Arab conquest. The stories of the Shahnameh are deeply embedded in
Persian culture and beyond, as attested by their appearance in such works as The
Kite Runner and the love poems of Rumi and Hafez. For more than sixty-five years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,500 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf
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of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers
trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Iraq War Reader
The Losing Battle with Islam
A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist from The Wall Street Journal draws on three
decades of firsthand experience to profile the Saudi Arabia of today, offering
insight into its leaders, citizens, cultural complexities and international prospects.

Saudi Arabia Exposed
Discover a collection of short stories that will plunge you into the personal lives of
a whole range of men and women - everyone from princesses to paupers and from
sultans to sorcerers. You'll meet a princess whose best friend literally tries to steal
her wedding, right down to her bridal shoes; a bride who mysteriously goes blind
on her wedding day; a woman whose romantic Parisian honeymoon proves too
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good to be true; and a jealous wife who lures her husband into falling in love with
another woman. These candid stories – sometimes moving, sometimes funny, and
always entertaining and surprising – will resonate with readers round the world.

The Looming Tower
This is—for the first time—the full and unedited story behind the sick life and
mysterious death of Jeffrey Epstein that is being called one of the most significant
scandals in American history He was the billionaire financier and close confidant of
presidents, prime ministers, movie stars and British royalty, the mysterious selfmade man who rose from blue-collar Brooklyn to the heights of luxury. But while
he was flying around the world on his private jet and hosting lavish parties at his
private island in the Caribbean, he also was secretly masterminding an
international child sex ring—one that may have involved the richest and most
influential men in the world. The conspiracy of corruption was an open secret for
decades. And then this summer, it all came crashing down. After his arrest on sex
trafficking charges in July, it seemed Epstein’s darkest secrets would finally see the
light. But hopes for true justice were shattered on August 10 this year, when he
was found dead in his cell at the Metropolitan Correctional Center, New York. The
verdict: suicide. The timing: convenient, to say the least. Now, Epstein: Dead Men
Tell No Tales delivers bombshell new revelations, uncovers how the man President
Trump once described as a “terrific guy” abused hundreds of underage girls at his
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mansions in Palm Beach and Manhattan… all while entertaining the world’s most
powerful men—including President Clinton, Prince Andrew, and Donald Trump
himself. How much did they know about his perversions? And did they take part?
How might they have helped him to continue his abuse, and to escape justice for
it? What responsibility might they have for his sudden, shocking death? And is
there a shocking spy and blackmail story at the heart of the scandal? The answers
to these questions and more will be explored in Epstein: Dead Men Tell No Tales
with groundbreaking new reporting, never-before-seen court files, and interviews
with new witnesses and confidants. Combining the very best investigative
reporting from investigative journalists Dylan Howard, Melissa Cronin and James
Robertson—who have been covering the case for close to a decade—will send
shockwaves through the highest levels of the establishment.

Black Wave
This is a memoir about living, loving, dreaming, daring, and driving while female -in a country where it's dangerous to do all of the above. Manal al-Sharif grew up in
Mecca the second daughter of a taxi driver, born the year strict fundamentalism
took hold. In her adolescence, she was religious radical, melting her brother's boy
band CDs in the oven because music was haram: forbidden by Islamic law. But
what a difference an education can make. By her twenties, she was a computer
security engineer, one of a few women working in a desert compound built to
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resemble suburban America. That's when the Saudi kingdom's contradictions
became too much to bear: she was labeled a slut for chatting with male
colleagues, her school-age brother chaperoned her on a business trip, and while
she kept a car in her garage, she was forbidden from driving on Saudi streets.
Manal-al-Sharif has written a memoir about the making of an accidental activist, a
story of a young Muslim woman who stood up to a kingdom of men -- and won.

Vathek: an Arabian tale. (Memoir. By William North.-The Amber
Witch Edited by W. Meinhold Translated from the German by E.
A. Friedländer.)
In this comprehensive study of the Islamic revival from 1947 to the present,
historian David Selbourne traces in detail the complex causes motivating the rise
of Muslim fundamentalism in many countries and the West's largely
uncomprehending response to it. He frankly describes the hostilities, cruelties, and
errors of judgment on both sides. Writing neither from the "left" nor from the
"right," Selbourne pieces together up-to-date information from more numerous
sources than in any other work on the subject. He highlights the grotesque role
that some sections of the Western media have played and seeks to do justice to
the Islamist cause, demonstrating how many of the real issues of the Islamic
revival have been evaded. Selbourne argues that whether the "reawakening" of
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the Islamic and Arab worlds has taken the political form of Arab nationalism, as
under the leadership of Egyptian President Gamal Abdul Nasser in the 1950s, or
the economic form of the OPEC oil embargo in 1973 and 1974, or the religious
form of the Iranian revolution of 1989 and the present al-Qaeda suicide squads, in
all its guises it is motivated by a sense of entitlement in Muslims to determine their
own destiny free of Western subordination. Selbourne concludes with a warning
against the illusions of the West about its superiority and ability to contain a force
that is confident of its own moral superiority and certain of its ultimate triumph.
Addressed both to general readers and to policy makers, academics, and
journalists, The Losing Battle with Islam will stand for some time as one of the most
impartial and authoritative accounts of a half century of Western conflict with
Islam.

Khobar Towers
An inside look at the kingdom of Saudi Arabia discusses Wahhabism, the corruption
within the Saudi royal family, its ties to terrorism, and the threat it poses to the
Western world.

The Publishers Weekly
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Newsbreaking and controversial -- an award-winning investigative journalist
uncovers the thirty-year relationship between the Bush family and the House of
Saud and explains its impact on American foreign policy, business, and national
security. House of Bush, House of Saud begins with a politically explosive question:
How is it that two days after 9/11, when U.S. air traffic was tightly restricted, 140
Saudis, many immediate kin to Osama Bin Laden, were permitted to leave the
country without being questioned by U.S. intelligence? The answer lies in a hidden
relationship that began in the 1970s, when the oil-rich House of Saud began
courting American politicians in a bid for military protection, influence, and
investment opportunity. With the Bush family, the Saudis hit a gusher -- direct
access to presidents Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and George W. Bush. To trace the
amazing weave of Saud- Bush connections, Unger interviewed three former
directors of the CIA, top Saudi and Israeli intelligence officials, and more than one
hundred other sources. His access to major players is unparalleled and often
exclusive -- including executives at the Carlyle Group, the giant investment firm
where the House of Bush and the House of Saud each has a major stake. Like Bob
Woodward's The Veil, Unger's House of Bush, House of Saud features
unprecedented reportage; like Michael Moore's Dude, Where's My Country?
Unger's book offers a political counter-narrative to official explanations; this deeply
sourced account has already been cited by Senators Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Charles Schumer, and sets 9/11, the two Gulf Wars, and the ongoing Middle East
crisis in a new context: What really happened when America's most powerful
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political family became seduced by its Saudi counterparts?

World Review
Since his boyhood in Qadhafi 's Libya, and later as a reporter for more than
thirteen years in cities stretching from Tehran to Marrakesh, Neil MacFarquhar has
developed a counterintuitive sense that the Middle East, despite all the bloodshed
in its contemporary history, is a place of warmth, humanity, and generous
eccentricity. In The Media Relations Department of Hizbollah Wishes You a Happy
Birthday MacFarquhar shares a lesser known side of the region, the story he
always wanted to file. MacFarquhar shows the daily lives and attitudes of people
frequently obscured behind the curtain of violence: the stories of chefs and sex
therapists, bloggers and academics struggling to reform on their own terms.

Daring to Drive
"In this stunningly written book, a Western trained Muslim doctor brings alive what
it means for a woman to live in the Saudi Kingdom. I've rarely experienced so
vividly the shunning and shaming, racism and anti-Semitism, but the surprise is
how Dr. Ahmed also finds tenderness at the tattered edges of extremism, and a lifechanging pilgrimage back to her Muslim faith." - Gail Sheehy The decisions that
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change your life are often the most impulsive ones. Unexpectedly denied a visa to
remain in the United States, Qanta Ahmed, a young British Muslim doctor,
becomes an outcast in motion. On a whim, she accepts an exciting position in
Saudi Arabia. This is not just a new job; this is a chance at adventure in an exotic
land she thinks she understands, a place she hopes she will belong. What she
discovers is vastly different. The Kingdom is a world apart, a land of unparralled
contrast. She finds rejection and scorn in the places she believed would most
embrace her, but also humor, honesty, loyalty and love. And for Qanta, more than
anything, it is a land of opportunity. A place where she discovers what it takes for
one woman to recreate herself in the land of invisible women.

Modern Woman in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Princes of Darkness
The first book to situate the Saudi woman in a broader cultural context, this text
explores a variety of themes, historical developments, and social taboos. It also
investigates a wide range of writing by Saudi women, beginning with the first
attempt by a woman to write for the public in the middle of the twentieth century
up to the peak of the Saudi woman’s literary production in this millennium. It is
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also concerned with the Saudi woman’s social, economic, and religious
contributions, making it possible for the reader to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of the reality of Saudi women through studying and connecting the
Saudi woman’s past with her present. As such, this book represents a major
contribution to the study of women in the Middle East, and offers a unique contrast
between fictional presentation and lived experience.

American Book Publishing Record
In a sanatorium in East Lothian, failed novelist Danny Hohenlohe contemplates
murderous revenge against London publisher, McTeague. Also in residence is
Avram Blok, the ex-lunatic, emigre-Israeli hero of three previous Louvish novels.
He's begun a new life as a lay therapist.

In the Land of Invisible Women
“Teach my children to think!” exclaimed the beautiful young princess. “They’ve
had enough facts, facts and more facts stuffed into their heads in our public
schools.” She dreamed that her children would be able to speak and negotiate with
leaders of countries from around the world as they assumed their eventual roles in
governmental leadership. She dreamed that her children would be able to lead
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Saudi Arabia into the future. Unlike the Wahhabi and Hanbali clerics who
considered the faculty of reasoning to be evil, she realized that a Western
education was consistent with her Islamic faith stating that American schools
taught students how to think without telling them what to think. The Andersons
didn’t realize at the time how astute the statement was but would soon learn as
they became immersed in the Islamic world of Sharia law.

Black Book of Arabia
Saudi Arabia: land of oil, terrorism, Islamic fundamentalism, and a crucial American
ally. As the only Western journalist to have extensively worked in the Saudi
Kingdom, John R. Bradley is uniquely able to expose the turmoil that is shaking the
House of Saud to its foundations. From the heart of the secretive Islamic kingdom's
urban centers to its most remote mountainous terrain, from the homes of royalty
to the slums of its poorest inhabitants, he provides intimate details and reveals
underlying regional, religious, and tribal rivalries. Bradley highlights tensions
generated by social change, focuses on the educational system, the increasing
restlessness of Saudi youth faced with limited opportunities for cultural and
political expression, and the predicament of Saudi women seeking opportunities
but facing constraints. What are the implications for the Sauds and the West? This
book offers a startling look at the present predicament and a troubling view of the
future.
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The Mind of Jihad
The United States'' relationship with Saudi Arabia has been one of the cornerstones
of U.S. policy in the Middle East for decades. Despite their substantial differences
in history, culture, and governance, the two countries have generally agreed on
important political and economic issues and have often relied on each other to
secure mutual aims. The 1990-91 Gulf War is perhaps the most obvious example,
but their ongoing cooperation on maintaining regional stability, moderating the
global oil market, and pursuing terrorists should not be downplayed. Yet for all the
relationship''s importance, it is increasingly imperiled by mistrust and
misunderstanding. One major question is Saudi Arabia''s stability. In this Council
Special Report, sponsored by the Center for Preventive Action, F. Gregory Gause III
first explores the foundations of Riyadh''s present stability and potential sources of
future unrest. It is difficult not to notice that Saudi Arabia avoided significant
upheaval during the political uprisings that swept the Middle East in 2011, despite
sharing many of the social and economic problems of Egypt, Yemen, and Libya. But
unlike their counterparts in Cairo, Sanaa, and Tripoli, Riyadh''s leadership was able
to maintain order in large part by increasing public spending on housing and
salaries, relying on loyal and well-equipped security forces, and utilizing its
extensive patronage networks. The divisions within the political opposition also
helped the government''s cause. This is not to say that Gause believes that the
stability of the House of Saud is assured. He points out that the top heirs to the
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throne are elderly and the potential for disorderly squabbling may increase as a
new generation enters the line of succession. Moreover, the population is growing
quickly, and there is little reason to believe that oil will forever be able to buy
social tranquility. Perhaps most important, Gause argues, the leadership''s
response to the 2011 uprisings did little to forestall future crises; an opportunity for
manageable political reform was mostly lost. Turning to the regional situation,
Gause finds it no less complex. Saudi Arabia has wielded considerable influence
with its neighbors through its vast oil reserves, its quiet financial and political
support for allies, and the ideological influence of salafism, the austere
interpretation of Islam that is perhaps Riyadh''s most controversial export. For all
its wealth and religious influence, however, Saudi Arabia''s recent record has been
less than successful. It was unable to counter Iranian influence in post-Saddam
Iraq, it could not prevent Hezbollah taking power in Lebanon, and its ongoing
efforts to reconcile Hamas and the Palestinian Authority have come to naught. The
U.S.-Saudi relationship has, unsurprisingly, been affected by these and other
challenges, including Saudi unhappiness with Washington''s decision to distance
itself from Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak, the lack of progress on the IsraeliPalestinian peace process, and Iran. For its part, the United States is unhappy with
the Saudi intervention in Bahrain and Saudi support for radical Islamists around the
region and the world. The two traditional anchors of the U.S.-Saudi relationship-the
Cold War and U.S. operation of Riyadh''s oil fields-are, Gause notes, no longer
factors. It is no wonder, he contends, that the relationship is strained when
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problems are myriad and the old foundations of the informal alliance are gone. It
would be far better, Gause argues, to acknowledge that the two countries can no
longer expect to act in close concert under such conditions. He recommends that
the United States reimagine the relationship as simply transactional, based on
cooperation when interests-rather than habit-dictate. Prioritizing those interests
will therefore be critical. Rather than pressuring Riyadh for domestic political
reform, or asking it to reduce global oil prices, Gause recommends that the United
States spend its political capital where it really matters: on maintaining regional
security, dismantling terrorist networks, and preventing the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. There have been few relationships more important to the United States
than that with Saudi Arabia, and it is vital that, as it enters a new phase, the
expectations and priorities of both countries are clear. In Saudi Arabia in the New
Middle East, Gause effectively assesses the challenges and opportunities facing
Saudi Arabia and makes a compelling argument for a more modest, businesslike
relationship between Washington and Riyadh that better reflects modern realities.
As the United States begins reassessing its commitments in the Greater Middle
East, this report offers a clear vision for a more limited-but perhaps more
appropriate and sustainable-future partnership.

Sleeping With the Devil
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Epstein
Follows the line of the Saudi succession from its nineteenth-century origins to the
present and chronicles the nation's ruling families' progression to an oil
superpower.

The Middle East, Abstracts and Index
Veiled Atrocities
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.

The Media Relations Department of Hizbollah Wishes You a
Happy Birthday
At nearly every pivotal moment in international politics over the past twenty-five
years–from the Reagan-Gorbachev summits, to the Iran-Contra scandal, to the
collapse of the Soviet Union, to the decision to go to war in Iraq–if you dug deeply
you would find a figure just behind the scenes influencing the action: that of
Richard Perle. Largely eschewing senior cabinet appointments and other highPage 20/27
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profile roles, the passionate, zealous Perle has been content to operate
quietly—behavior which earned him the moniker of The Prince of Darkness.
Nevertheless, his influence in Washington has helped to fuel an international
disaster in Iraq and the growth of anti-Americanism worldwide. Alan Weisman, a
former producer for 60 Minutes, CBS Sunday Morning, and the CBS Evening News,
is now shining a light on this major political figure. While Perle has not authorized
this biography, he has submitted to interviews with Weisman, encouraged his
friends to do so, and provided non-classified material. Such access has granted
Weisman a deep and critical insight into Perle's methods and mindset. Weisman
explores how Perle derailed a nuclear arms agreement between the U.S. and the
then Soviet Union; his controversial business dealings; Perle's tenure as Chairman
of the Pentagon's Defense Policy Board during the present Bush Administration;
and his role leading up to the Iraqi War, including his dealings with Iraqi exiles like
Ahmed Chalabi. From the collapse of the Soviet Union to the current saber-rattling
over Iran, Syria, and North Korea, Perle has put his stamp on almost every decisive
event in international politics. This is an insightful and incisive study of the highest
quality, and one that everyone—not just policy experts—should read. From Prince
of Darkness, What People Say about Richard Perle: “We used to have major
problems when Richard would wander off the farm and be caught doing things that
were not consistent with the policies that [Caspar] Weinberger and [George] Shultz
were trying to implement.”—Colin Powell, Secretary of State, 2001-2005 “Richard
can take a really bad idea and make it sound almost plausible and reasonable,
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even brilliant.”—Richard Burt, Assistant Secretary of State, 1983-1985 “I really
don't understand Perle. If you talk about the real neocons, there's Richard Perle
and Paul Wolfowitz, and they're very different. Paul Wolfowitz is an idealist, but
he's prepared to impose democracy by the sword. I don't think Perle gives a
[bleep] about democracy. Fundamentally, it's all a means to an end.”—Brent
Scowcroft, National Security Advisor, 1989-1993

House of Bush, House of Saud
The Kingdom
Despite the torrent of coverage devoted to war with Iraq, woefully little attention
has been paid to the history of the region, the policies that led to the conflict, and
the daunting challenges that will confront America and the Middle East once the
immediate crisis has ended. In this collection, Micah L. Sifry and Christopher Cerf,
coeditors of the acclaimed Gulf War Reader, have assembled essays and
documents that present an eminently readable, up-to-the-moment guide -- from
every imaginable perspective -- to the continuing crisis in the Gulf and Middle East.
Here, in analysis and commentary from some of the world's leading writers and
opinion makers -- and in the words of the key participants themselves -- is the
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engrossing saga of how oil economics, power politics, dreams of empire, nationalist
yearnings, and religious fanaticism -- not to mention naked aggression, betrayal,
and tragic miscalculation -- have conspired to bring us to the fateful collision of the
West and the Arab world over Iraq. Contributors include: Fouad Ajami George W.
Bush Richard Butler John le Carré Noam Chomsky Ann Coulter Thomas Friedman Al
Gore Seymour Hersh Christopher Hitchens Arianna Huffington Saddam Hussein
Terry Jones Robert Kagan Charles Krauthammer William Kristol Nicholas Lemann
Kanan Makiya Kevin Phillips Kenneth Pollack Colin Powell Condoleezza Rice
Arundhati Roy Edward Said William Safire Jonathan Schell Susan Sontag George
Will

Your Kingdom Come
Analysis of both official and opposition Saudi divine politics is often monolithic,
conjuring images of conservatism, radicalism, misogyny and resistance to
democracy. Madawi Al-Rasheed challenges this stereotype as she examines a long
tradition of engaging with modernism that gathered momentum with the Arab
uprisings and incurred the wrath of both the regime and its Wahhabi supporters.
With this nascent modernism, constructions of new divine politics, anchored in a
rigorous reinterpretation of foundational Islamic texts and civil society activism are
emerging in a context where authoritarian rule prefers its advocates to remain
muted. The author challenges scholarly wisdom on Islamism in general and blurs
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the boundaries between secular and religious politics.

Dreams of a Saudi Princess
Explores the secret alliance between the United States and the ruling family of
Saudi Arabia, revealing details of the impact of the Saudis on American businesses
and politics, including big oil interests and covert military plans.

Muted Modernists
A veteran of the CIA provides an insider's account of the love-hate relationship
between the United States and Saudi Arabia, giving an up-close view of the corrupt
Saudi empire and how the royal family's suppport of a radical religious group helps
keep them in power while fostering hatred of the West throughout Saudi society,
and explaining why turning a blind eye to Saudi turmoil has damaged America's
homeland security. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.

Saudi Arabia in the New Middle East
A nurse arrives in Saudi Arabia to care for a princess in the royal household, and
struggles to assimilate and understand the ancient customs of the country while
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fending off a lust-driven prince.

Prophets and Princes
Saudi Arabia: oil-rich, devoutly Muslim, and a vital ally To many in the West, Saudi
Arabia is easy to criticize. It is the birthplace of Osama bin Laden and fifteen of the
nineteen 9/11 hijackers. Saudi women are not permitted to drive, work with men,
or travel without a man's permission. Prior to 9/11, the Saudis sent millions of
dollars abroad to schools that taught Muslim extremism and to charities that
turned out to be fronts for al-Qaeda. In Prophets and Princes, a highly respected
scholar who has lived in Saudi Arabia contends that despite these serious
shortcomings, the kingdom is still America's most important ally in the Middle East,
a voice for moderation toward Israel, and a nation with a surprising ability to make
many of the economic and cultural changes necessary to adjust to modern
realities. Author Mark Weston offers an objective and balanced history of the only
nation on earth named after its ruling family. Drawing on interviews with many
Saudi men and women, Weston portrays a complex society in which sixty percent
of Saudi Arabia's university students are women, and citizens who seek a
constitutional monarchy can petition the king without fear of reprisal. Filled with
new and underreported information about the most controversial aspects of life in
Saudi Arabia, Prophets and Princes is a must-read for anyone interested in the
Middle East, oil, Islam, or the war on terror..
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Legal and Political Reforms in Saudi Arabia
This Pulitzer Prize winner is the basis for the upcoming Hulu series starring Peter
Sarsgaard, Jeff Daniels, and Tahar Rahim. A gripping narrative that spans five
decades, The Looming Tower explains in unprecedented detail the growth of
Islamic fundamentalism, the rise of al-Qaeda, and the intelligence failures that
culminated in the attacks on the World Trade Center. Lawrence Wright re-creates
firsthand the transformation of Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri from
incompetent and idealistic soldiers in Afghanistan to leaders of the most successful
terrorist group in history. He follows FBI counterterrorism chief John O’Neill as he
uncovers the emerging danger from al-Qaeda in the 1990s and struggles to track
this new threat. Packed with new information and a deep historical perspective,
The Looming Tower is the definitive history of the long road to September 11.
National Book Award Finalist Updated and with a New Afterword
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